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The Germans and the flag: "It's complicated" 

Not a Nazi symbol 

Enrico Brissa is the author of the book "Flagge zeigen! Warum wir geradejetzt Schwarz-Rot-Gold brauchen" [Show your colors! Why we need 

black-red-gold right now]. "The way we deal with state and national symbols is characterized by mistakes and confusion because our 

relationship to our state and nation has not been a consistent one; furthermore, it is one that has been, and is still, repeatedly brought up for 

discussion," he said. 

Many symbols from the National Socialist era are banned by German law. The use of symbols of unconstitutional organizations is punishable 

by up to three years in prison. These symbols include things like the swastika the Nazi salute. The use of symbols not declared illegal is also 

,, idl'ly avoided hy general society. 

But Biermann said black-red-gold has nothing to do v-,ith either National Socialism or dictatorship: "Quite the opposite. Black-red-gold wasn't 

used under National Socialism. Instead, the swastika flag became the 11:ational symbol." 

The German national colors first appeared as a combination in the 1813-1815 "Wars of Liberation" against Napoleon. They were used as 

uniform colors by the Li.itzow Free Corps, a volunteer unit of the Prussian army, whose uniform consisted of black fabric, red piping, and gold 

buttons. Over the years that followed, the colors became more widely used, and in 1848 the Frankfurt National Assembly designated a ilag 

with these three colors the official flag of the German Confederation. 

Black, red and gold, it said, were the colors of the flag "under which liberals and democrats joined together to found a common state through 

the national movement," after which, in the Weimar Republic of 1919, it was "established as the flag of the first German democracy." 

But this flag was rescinded by the Nazis when they seized power. "In that sense, black-red-gold really is completely untainted in eve1y 

respect," Biermann said. 

The choice of black, red and gold goes back hundreds of years 


